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Chaos
Chaos is the anti-calculus revolution. 



Portrait of Newton in 1689 by Godfrey 
Kneller - wikipedia

Calculus is all about:

y = f(x)

For smooth and simple f.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Godfrey_Kneller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Godfrey_Kneller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Godfrey_Kneller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Godfrey_Kneller


 A triangle immersed in a saddle-shape 
plane (a hyperbolic paraboloid), as well as 
two diverging ultraparallel lines. Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperbolic_paraboloid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperbolic_paraboloid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperbolic_geometry#Non-intersecting_.2F_parallel_lines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperbolic_geometry#Non-intersecting_.2F_parallel_lines


QM & QFT, both 
based on Calculus!

Albert Einstein in 1921 - Wikipedia



Sierpinski triangle - Wikipedia

● Fractals are chaos in space!



Initial image of a Mandelbrot set zoom sequence with a 
continuously colored environment - Wikipeda

● Fractals are 
chaos in space!

● But not always 
self-similar 



● The signature of 
time-chaos is 
something called 
“sensitivity to 
initial conditions”.

Edward lorenz - Wikipedia



Sensitivity to initial 
conditions is the death of 

reductionism!



● Every chaotic dynamical system is a 
fractal-manufacturing machine.

● Conversely, every fractal can be 
seen as the possible result of the 
prolonged action of time-chaos.

Lo
renz System
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Complexity!
Oh, yeah!, see: sitpor.org





Entropy
Did anyone say Hail Boltzmann?!



Boltzmann's grave in the 
Zentralfriedhof, Vienna, 
with bust and entropy 
formula. - Wikipedia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zentralfriedhof


“The paradox of the Arrow of Time”

- From an expert



Liouville's 

Theorem
Evolution of an ensemble of classical systems 
in phase space (top). Each system consists of 
one massive particle in a one-dimensional 
potential well (red curve, lower figure). 
Whereas the motion of an individual member 
of the ensemble is given by Hamilton's 
equations, Liouville's equations describe the 
flow of the whole distribution. The motion is 
analogous to a dye in an incompressible fluid.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamiltonian_mechanics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_space
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potential_well
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potential_well
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamilton%27s_equation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamilton%27s_equation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hamilton%27s_equation


http://www.aparat.com/v/84ncH

Where Does Complexity Come From?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J1XTkT6KYTI
http://www.aparat.com/v/84ncH
http://www.aparat.com/v/84ncH


Resources





Fractals:





Thanks!
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